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EXT. LOCAL RESERVE - MORNING

We open on clear blue skies- the rustle of trees and
kookaburras fill the silence. Panning downward we see a river
bank framed by native trees, their rough bark falling off the
trunk in clawed strips. A gum tree stands out from the rest -
engraved on its surface are the faded initials ‘E.S & J.J’.
Bridging the two sides of the riverbank is a massive fallen
tree; below it sits a family of rocks, their edges jagged and
shaped over time. The rocks stop the flow of the water
creating a shallow creek that acts as a stage for the two
children currently playing in it. ELSIE, seven and scrawny,
scoops up mud with an opulent gold serving spoon. Next to her,
JAMIE, also seven and dressed in a dinosaur onesie, watches
on. Both are captivated by the gold in the spoon and the red
of the mud. With a gap-toothed grin, ELSIE refocuses on JAMIE.

ELSIE
Mmkay, I think that’s enough mud for Auntie Sarah’s castle.

Let’s get some decorations!

Enamoured, JAMIE nods in agreement. Both kids get up and make
their way onto the riverbank. On the other side of the bank
lies a wattle bush, it’s yellow colour captures the attention
of ELSIE - her target is set. Both kids cross the makeshift
bridge with practiced ease, ELSIE with her arms out and JAMIE
with his dinosaur tail swinging to and fro behind him.
Together they pick at the buttery yellow flowers.

ELSIE
This will be perfect for the castle wall!

CUT TO:

EXT. LOCAL RESERVE - AFTERNOON

ELSIE hides behind a tall plot of bush, eyes furiously
scanning her surroundings, she is hiding. Behind her in the
far distance JAMIE soundlessly creeps up on ELSIE’S hiding
spot, primed for attack. Whipping her head around, ELSIE spots
him.

ELSIE
Ahhhhhhh!

She runs off.
CUT TO:



EXT. LOCAL RESERVE - LATE AFTERNOON

Exhausted from the day, ELSIE and JAMIE rest on the riverbank.
Their bodies create angelic shapes in the dry grass. ELSIE’S
eyes are closed as she soaks up the dying rays from the sun.
As if noticing this, ELSIE gets up and turns to JAMIE.

ELSIE
I should probably go now. Mum says I have to be home by

sundown. See you next Saturday!

JAMIE nods, smiling under his dinosaur hood.
CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - MORNING

A week has passed. BEN and SIOBHAN talking tensely on the
couch. ELSIE happily trots down the stairs. The parent’s
immediately stop talking.

BEN
Going somewhere Elsie? It’s Saturday.

ELSIE
I’m meeting Jamie!

ELSIE walks to the door, but SIOBHAN stops her. She squats
down to ELSIE’S eye level.

SIOBHAN
Don't you think you’re getting a bit old for imaginary friends

like Jamie?

ELSIE
Jamie’s not imaginary, Mum. He’s real. We play at the river

all the time.

SIOBHAN
(horrified) That’s where you go? Down by the river all by

yourself Elsie! (pause) Is that why my grandmother’s serving
spoon is always covered in mud!?

SIOBHAN grows stern.



SIOBHAN
You are not allowed to play there anymore. Do I make myself

clear?

ELSIE grows frustrated. Sensing this, BEN joins SIOBHAN at
ELSIE’s eye level and tries a new tactic.

BEN
(softly) Think about it. Mum and I have never even met Jamie.

He isn’t real, angel. Don’t you want to be a big girl?

ELSIE
(yelling) Jamie is real! I’ll prove it!

ELSIE rushes to the door, out of reach of her parents. She
makes for her playspot with JAMIE to prove a point. As she
runs, the pleas from her parents trailing her grow fainter and
fainter.

CUT TO:

EXT. LOCAL RESERVE - LATE AFTERNOON

ELSIE arrives at the playspot, searching for JAMIE. This is
the first time he isn’t there before her. She sits on a rock
and crosses her arms, waiting impatiently.

MATCH CUT TO:

The sun has set to afternoon, and ELSIE is still waiting. As
she waits- she deflates, and puts her head in her hands.

CUT TO:

INT. HOME - LATE AFTERNOON

ELSIE opens the door. Sitting on the couch are BEN and SIOBHAN
watching a PSA interview - a Mum and Dad talking about the
dangers of the Australian bush. Noticing ELSIE’S return -
SIOBHAN switches channels. Both parents rush to ELSIE’S side
in relief. Together they engulf her in a firm hug, it’s
protective, the kind that aims to shield someone from the
outside world.

CUT TO:



INT. HALLWAY - EVENING

We follow ELSIE down the hallway, each step dejected. Once
over the threshold of her room - she shuts the door. We hold
on to a midshot of the door.

MATCH FADE TO:

INT. HALLWAY - EVENING (YEARS LATER)

Still on the door, we hear the off-screen distant voice of
SIOBHAN calling out to ELSIE.

SIOBHAN
Elsie, make sure you’re dressed! And set the table, Sarah is

coming at six!

ELSIE opens the door - she is now a teenager, sixteen. She
wears a vintage tee with a cartoon character. Her blaring
indie rock music filters out from the room with her.

ELSIE
Calm down Mum, Sarah’s always late anyway.

CUT TO:

INT. DINING ROOM - NIGHT

The family, and visiting aunt SARAH, are midway through their
meal. They sit in the dining room, its ornateness implying a
special occasion. Red wine bottles litter the table, all but
one emptied. SARAH talks animatedly about her most recent
travel experience, with an air of great authority. The glass
of wine in hand borders on spilling over.

SARAH
--so, there I was standing head to toe in protective gear
while they drilled us on the dangers of the Amazon only
moments before I’m about to head in! Can you believe it?

BEN
(laughing) God, this doesn’t sound relaxing at all! I think

I’d rather stay here.



SARAH
Oh, it wasn’t all that bad really, but maybe I’m just used to

it with all my travel experience.

SARAH takes a couple of large gulps of her wine, finishing it
off.

SARAH
Besides, bad things can happen anywhere. What was that thing
that happened here (she thinks) …you know… terrible accident.

SARAH pauses trying to think, snapping her fingers repeatedly
as if the action will restart her memory. Across from her BEN
and SIOBHAN grow wary.

SARAH
That kid! Yes! (hand over her chest) That poor boy who died

out in the local bushland.

The room is silent for a few beats as SARAH takes a few bites
of her meal, unaware of the tension she has produced. Curious,
ELSIE breaks the silence.

ELSIE
What boy? I haven’t heard that before.

SARAH
Well, the family moved away. Too many sad reminders here.

People stopped mentioning it when they left.

ELSIE
Was it before I was born?

SARAH
No--

BEN
Yes--

SARAH
It was after. I was so worried about you with it not being far
from here. It’s a good thing no one uses that trail anymore.

ELSIE
How old was I?



SARAH
Seven. I remember because it was right around the time I was

living in London, dreary city but Buckingham palace is a
wonder.

ELSIE looks at her parent’s for confirmation but they’re not
looking at her.

ELSIE
So what happened--?

SIOBHAN
(dismissive) Oh, Elsie stop interrogating your aunt. Let's
move on. Sarah, tell me about where you’re off to next.

The conversation continues, blurring into the background.
ELSIE, evidently dismissed, rests her gaze on the salad bowl
in front of her. She inspects the gold serving spoon within it
- it itches something in her mind. Suddenly, she is hit with
the image of gold against the red of mud.

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

ELSIE and SIOBHAN are cleaning dishes in silence. In the
background we hear a distant ‘goodbye’ and then the shut of
the front door - SARAH has left. BEN enters the kitchen with
more serving platters to wash - the gold serving spoon sits
atop it all.

ELSIE
How did that boy die?

SIOBHAN
Sarah was just drunk Elsie, she didn’t know what she’s talking

about.

ELSIE picks up the gold spoon. Holding her last tie to Jamie,
she faces her parents head-on.

ELSIE
I remember this spoon. Always got it covered in mud playing

with my ‘imaginary friend’ Jamie. Do you remember Mum?

SIOBHAN says nothing, continuing to wash the plates - head
down, lips pursed in a tight line.



ELSIE
(firmer now) Only he wasn’t imaginary was he?

SIOBHAN
Don’t be so dramatic Elsie.

ELSIE
I stopped seeing Jamie around the same time Aunt Sarah said
that boy died. Am I supposed to find that a coincidence?

BEN
I think your imagination is getting away from you, angel, it

always has.

ELSIE
Stop it! Was that boy Jamie?

SIOBHAN
Why would we lie to you Elsie? You’re upsetting us.

ELSIE
You're upsetting me! A boy who I used to play with is dead and

you convinced me he wasn’t even real!

Both parents stand mute, backed into a corner. ELSIE scoffs
and pulls out her phone, turning it on.

ELSIE
If you won’t admit it, I’ll just look it up. Right now.

Eventually, as if with the weight of the world, BEN softly
nods his head ‘yes’.

BEN
Jamie was real. He died. He died that Saturday, when you last
saw him. Slipped on the rocks, hit his head and drowned in the

creek.

ELSIE lets out a deep breath.

ELSIE
Oh my god.



SIOBHAN
You have to understand Elsie, we only wanted to protect you.

Put yourself in our shoes.

ELSIE
You lied to me.

The kitchen becomes too suffocating and ELSIE, unable to
process what was revealed, rushes to her room with the gold
spoon still in hand.

CUT TO:

INT. ELSIE BEDROOM - NIGHT

ELSIE sits on the edge of her bed, awake and fully dressed in
warm leggings, a jacket and boots. Next to her, her open
laptop rests on a news article from 2009. It reads ‘Boy,
seven, drowns in local reserve’. Downstairs muffled arguing
can be heard. Sighing, ELSIE gets up placing her phone in the
pocket of her jacket. She carefully and quietly sneaks out of
her window.

CUT TO:
EXT. LOCAL RESERVE - NIGHT

The crunching of leaves can be heard as ELSIE, she’s a little
jumpy and shines her phone’s flashlight around in fear. As she
pauses for a breath, she notices the familiar sound of running
water. She starts jogging, knowing where she is now. Her
flashlight lands on the gum tree inscription - ‘E.S & J.J’.
She spins around taking it all in. She stares at the water
before approaching it - her face lined with the horror of
knowing Jamie died there.

She closes her eyes, trying to calm her breath. In her mind,
the surroundings around her light up like a sunny afternoon.
Young ELSIE and JAMIE can be seen playing down by the creek,
they laugh and jump around, playing in the mud. Teen ELSIE
opens her eyes and stares blankly at where her vision took
place years ago. She grits her teeth at the recklessness of
those two kids - a sense of guilt starting to take root.
Unzipping her jacket pocket, ELSIE pulls out the same gold
spoon she once played with as a child. She places it before
the engraved gum tree like a grave marker for Jamie.



ELSIE steps back and sits on a nearby log. She rubs her face
exhausted, her eyes red and puffy. She rests her head in her
hands and sighs, staring at the tree.

FADE TO BLACK:

*END OF SCRIPT*


